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Until the mid 1980s, television aspect ratio was of serious concern only to film-makers and telecine operators. With every 
serious programme-producer now originating in 16:9 or wider, the risk of content falling outside the visible field of 4:3 
receivers becomes ever more serious. This transition is complicated by the fact that some ostensibly 16:9 display panels 
are actually 14:9 and that the problem of over-scan, incredibly, applies even with some liquid-crystal and plasma displays. 
 
The solution to the multiplicity of film and television aspect ratios is of course the safe area cage generator. Cage 
generators have been used for years to ensure that titles, action, graphics, credits and other essential content are held 
close to the centre of the transmitted image rather than being allowed to wander off the edge of the picture. Programme 
originators use cage generators in a 'shoot to protect' role, ensuring that vital content is held within an ultra-safe zone and 
preventing any part of that content being shaved off vertically or horizontally. 
 
MPC has long deployed electronically generated cages to mask the area within which vital content needs to be contained. 
In 2004 we invested in ten Eyeheight safeEyesHD safe area generators for our premises at 127 Wardour Street, Soho. 
We have used Eyeheight equipment for years, including legalisers and a vision mixer; it is very reliable and the Eyeheight 
team are very co-operative. The safeEyesHD incorporate six memory presets which can be assigned to house style or to 
individual users. 
 
We are currently refurbishing our video effects suites and have opted for five of Eyeheight's latest 1 U safeEyesMDi multi-
definition cage generators in place of earlier devices from another manufacturer. The Eyeheight safe area generators are 
the first thing the signal sees when it goes into any one of the suites. Their caged output is in turn connected straight into 
Sony monitors. We are at the transition stage where SD and HD are being fed to auto-detecting devices; other devices 
used separate cards. The safeEyesMDi units auto-detect SD and HD which means we will be able to route HD and SD on 
a single feed. 
 
We work in both SD and HD so the way we use the Eyeheight units varies according to the project. The suites are 
typically used for compositing commercials originated in 16:9. We also provide digital video effects and post production 
for television programmes and feature films. We have the safe action and safe title guides selected according to whether 
we are processing 4:3 content to appear on 16:9 or vice-versa. The guides than allow us to check that nothing is going to 
fall off the screen during playout. 
 
Will the aspect ratio issue get easier as 4:3 CRT-based television receivers fade gradually into obscurity? Probably not. 
The rising popularity of 240 x 320 pixel cell phone television looks like keeping programme producers and post production 
houses alert to this question for a few years yet until these devices settle into 16:9 format...or maybe 9:16  
 


